NGNS04 MKIII
host system
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The NGNS04 MKIII is SkyDec’s top-of-the-range naval GPS host and navigation system,
and is especially designed as highly reliable data distribution unit for High Value Units.
SkyDec engineers went to great lengths to make it the most flexible, versatile and reliable
GPS system possible for use on high-end naval vessels like destroyers, aircraft carriers,
frigates and transport ships, with optionally missile and/or ammunition interfaces to GPS
guided projectiles. It goes without saying that this high-end host system is supplied with the
renowned interfacing and customizing capabilities that make SkyDec a genuinely valuable partner
in technological challenging and highly complex environments.
•

Destroyers / High Value Units
• Flexible user defined customised outputs
• Flexible spare part system
The system can provide all systems on board with GPS data
using standard or, if needed, customized outputs, and, when
equipped with a SAASM enabled GPS, the NGNS04 has Precise
Positioning Service and advanced capability against jamming
or other interferences. Furthermore, the system features a direct
connection to an anti jamming antenna such as a CRPA or
ADAP without the use of a separate extender. The NGNS04’s
flexibility and versatility can be largely attributed to the fact

that it runs on SkyDec’s own PCB’s and software. Not only enabling an impressive array of possible configurations, capabilities and
outputs, it also ensures its users easy maintenance and upgrades due to the easy connection of a laptop and the swappable PCB’s.
SkyDec’s NGNS04 MKIII can host numerous receivers in order to meet specific customer demands regarding the system’s capabilities.
This selection includes the Rockwell Collins Polaris Link and MPE-S, the Trimble MAS F22E, F524D, the SkyDec OEM GPS board and the
Thales GNSS1000S. This flexibility does not only simplify customization to specific hardware and software requirements, it also enables
seamless upgrades or switches to future satellite positioning systems. The system’s capabilities can easily be expanded with additional
optional extenders, providing extra interface or upgrade possibilities. Top selling SkyDec extenders include an eLoran receiver, a SBAS and
DGPS receiver, a port replicator, a redundancy switch and vessel specific designed extenders, all one unit high and easily mounted above
the host system in the same 19” rack.
Crucial point of interest when it comes to innovative naval GPS navigation systems that have to operate under the most demanding
circumstances is reliability. The system is robust and rugged, and is tested to meet the highest military standards regarding shock resistency,
performance under climatologically challenging circumstances and electromagnetic compatibility. When the customary placement in a
19” rack is not an option, the system can also be delivered in a protective housing on shock mounts. Inherent to the modular and flexible
design of the system is the easiness with which it is made redundant. The PCB’s are hot swappable to ensure quick recovery in case of
emergency or limit downtime during maintenance or upgrades of the system.
The SkyDec NGNS series are selected by numerous customers, including the Royal British Navy,
Royal Danish Navy, Royal Dutch Navy, Royal Norwegian Navy, Royal Spanish Navy, Portuguese
Navy and Turkish Navy.

Check our website for an extensive overview of our assortment!

www.SkyDec.com
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NGNS04 MKIII
Specifications
: 19” x 8,75”(5U) x 16.7”
482.6mm x 222.25mm x 422.4mm
: ±14 kg
: 85-264 VAC 50-60Hz or 18-36 VDC
: < 200 Watt
: Custom. Spec.
: Receiver dependent

Dimensions (WxHxD)
Weight
Power
Power Consumption
Outputs
Position Accuracy

Connectors
: N-Type RF input
: MIL-C 10 pole (f) - Type: 851-07R12-10S50
MIL-C 3 pole (m) - Type: 851-07R12-3P50
: KOI-18 or KEK-13

Antenna Connector
Data Connector
Key Loader

Shock, Environmental and EMC
Shock

Vibration

Enclosure
Operational Temperature
Storage Temperature
Operational Humidity
EMC

Receivers

: Profile according to BR3021 and STANAG 4137
Shock Grade D level 2 and Grade C level 2
Half sine 370g in 1,6ms
Square wave 69g in 9,1ms
: According to IEC 68-2-6
Resonance search sine sweep vibration
Profile 4Hz – 100Hz 1 g peak acceleration
According to MIL-STD-810F
: IP20 (Without optional protective case)
: 0 to 45°C
: -40 to 60°C
: 95% non condensing
: According to MIL-STD 461F
(Reference: CE101, CE102, CS101, CS114,
CS115, CS116, RE101, RE102, RS101
and RS103)

Galileo capability

Optional SAASM Receivers

Optional Non SAASM Receivers
Lever Arm Controlled Position

: Rockwell Collins MPE-S
Trimble Force 524D
Trimble Force 22E
Thales GNSS1000S
: Skydec OEM Receiver
: Yes, Heading/Roll/Pitch input required

Through the SkyDec OEM GNSS board, the NGNS04MKIII is compatible
with or provisoned for all Galileo frequencies that are currently available
and will be available when Galileo is fully in service* :
E1/E2:
1575,42 ± 17,0 MHz (currently in operation)
E5, E5a, E5b:
1164,45 - 1219,14 MHz
E6:
1266,75 - 1290,75 MHz
* Source: European GSA

Contact us for antenna options.
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Back view
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Pantone 335

Please contact us for more information about the NGNS04 MKIII military GPS host system. We can
provide you with all additional relevant specifications, test results and, if desired, a specific offer.
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SkyDec BV - Mercuriusstraat 40 - 3133 EN - Vlaardingen
T +31 (0)10 - 462 77 77

info@skydec.com

www.skydec.com

